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Beautiful Colours
Duran Duran

INTRO (2x):
F#m A E B 

1st COUPLET:
  F#m  A                 E            B
Today, riding the slow train along the way
F#m  A               E                   B
Going to who knows where and who knows when
F#m                      A                  E                B
Not knowing where you re rolling - it s the learning of this journey

2nd COUPLET (plays the same way): 
I feel if all of you people gather and believe
being what makes you breathe in is enough
promise to carry on from each moment to the next one

CHORUS:
E        B                   F#m                A
  These beautiful colours, infinite patterns so hard I see
E              B                             F#m                       A
  And if we re all of the same stuff there s not one of you who is the same as
me
E          B                 F#m           A
  Woah, beautiful colours, indifferent for you to see
E                  B                   F#m                 A
  Sometimes the beauty of it all seems unbearable  til the colours bleed
       D
(keep breathing...)

INSTRUMENTAL (the same as the intro - 2x)

3rd COUPLET (plays the same way as the 1st and 2nd):
Design - everyone s their own universe
besides - life is a standard issue to customize                                 
          
Ashes to understanding is the nature of existence

BREAK:
A F#m D



CHORUS (plaus the same way):
These beautiful colours, infinite patterns so hard I see
and if we re all of the same stuff there s not one of you is the same as me
Proud beautiful colours, indifferent for you to see
sometimes the beauty of it all seems unbearable  til the colours bleed
(keep breathing...)
      D
Keep breathing
     B
Keep loving

INSTRUMENTAL (plays on the same chords as the CHORUS - 2x)

CHORUS (plays the same way):
These beautiful colours, infinite patterns are what I see
and now if we re all of the same blood there s not one of you is the same as me
Crowds of beautiful colours, indifferent to what you believe
sometimes the beauty of it all seems unbearable  til the colours bleed
      D
Keep breathing
     B
Keep loving


